It is necessary to monitor the daily health condition for preventing stress syndrome. In this study, we proposed the method assessing the mental and physiological condition, such as the work stress or the relaxation, using heart rate variability at real time and continuously.
Heart rate variability index using our proposed method are heart rate (HR), and the ratio of the number of extreme points (NEP). We decided calculation window width to 20 beats. This method was calculated these indexes using queue processing in one beat interval. Moreover, we adopted as a base the average heart rate variability index for 180 seconds under resting condition, when considering normalization to eliminate individual differences in mental and physiological condition assessment. Then, we derived the rate of the heart rate variability index which is calculated from each beat for that average level. These indexes show HRratio and NEPratio. Fig1 shows HRratio time series and NEPratio time series.
To evaluate proposed method, we assessed three conditions such as sitting rest, performing mental arithmetic and watching relaxation movie using our proposed algorithm. The participants of our experiments were 26 healthy male university students (22±2 yr).
We assessed stress or relaxation with the use of a moving average of HRratio time series and NEPratio time series. The threshold values to assess mental and physiological condition shows equation (1), equation (2), and equation (3). However, w is calculation window width (1～ 20beats) of moving average. Assessment process, first, assess stress or non-stress using equation (1) , next, assess relaxation or rest using equation (2) and equation (3) for non-stress.
We calculated the suitable calculation window width of moving average and correct rate of assessment. In the Results, the suitable calculation window width of moving average was considered approximately 7 beats. The assessment correct rate was 71.9% and 55.8%, when performing mental arithmetic and watching relaxation movie respectively in window width 7 beats.
In this method, the mental or physiological condition was assessed using only 20 regressive heart beats, so this method is considered as the real time assessment method. It is necessary to monitor the daily health condition for preventing stress syndrome. In this study, it was proposed the method assessing the mental and physiological condition, such as the work stress or the relaxation, using heart rate variability at real time and continuously.
The instantanuous heart rate (HR), and the ratio of the number of extreme points (NEP) and the number of heart beats were calculated for assessing mental and physiological condition. In this method, 20 beats heart rate were used to calculate these indexes. These were calculated in one beat interval.
Three conditions, which are sitting rest, performing mental arithmetic and watching relaxation movie, were assessed using our proposed algorithm. The assessment accuracies were 71.9% and 55.8%, when performing mental arithmetic and watching relaxation movie respectively.
In this method, the mental and physiological condition was assessed using only 20 regressive heart beats, so this method is considered as the real time assessment method. 文 献
